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Today in luxury:

Bans on fur threaten an industry's rebirth

New York could become the latest city to ban the sale of fur. There is just one problem: Consumers can't seem to get
enough of fluffy animal hides, says the Wall Street Journal.

Click here to read the entire article on the Wall Street Journal

The pros and cons of private equity

Private equity firms typically seek scalable fashion brands that promise a speedy return on investment. The results
can be disastrous or magnificent, depending on the case, per Business of Fashion.

Click here to read the entire article on Business of Fashion

Breitling opts out of 2020 Baselworld, Rolex to expand fair space

In a setback for Baselworld, Breitling has opted out of next year's edition of the fair, citing the event's timing, which
was moved in coordination with a rival show in Geneva, according to Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Former Volkswagen CEO Winterkorn charged with fraud by German prosecutors

German prosecutors charged former Volkswagen boss Martin Winterkorn with fraud on Monday over his role in the
carmaker's manipulation of diesel emissions testing, more than three years after the scandal came to light, reports
Reuters.
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Click here to read the entire article on Reuters
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